Introduction
In the framework of the general strategy of ATLAS [1] to explore the SUGRA [5] parameter space we have studied the point 3 which is defined by the following values: Ikfo = 200 GeV, Afliz = 100 GeV, tan/3 = 2, AO = O, sgnp = -, The prominent features of this point are: (z) the mass of the gluino and the squarks are relatively small, around 300 GeV, resulting in a large SUSY cross section of 1.3 mb, (see Table 1 ) and in the direct production of the SUSY particles being dominated by gluino and squark production;
(ii) if the produced squark is heavier than the gluino, it decays frequently into gluino, therefore in a large fraction of the events there is a gluino pair, and in the majority of the events there is at least one gluino in the final state; (iii) the gluino in its turn decays predominantly into a b-quark and a ;~,with the latter decaying via~~+~~q,~b ; (iv) the charginos and neutralinos decay with a sizeable branching fraction into electrons and muons. Thus, Therefore an unambiguous signature of SUSY can be obtained in the multi-lepton/multib-quark channels as it was pointed out in earlier studies [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] [9] .
The aim of this note is to give more details on this channel. We first discuss the measurement of l!fxz -Mil from the endpoint of the dilepton mass distribution.
We then reconstruct the gluino and sbottom quark in the above decay chain. Then we discuss light squark reconstruction and the extraction of a signal from the direct production of weakly interacting sparticles. The complete set of masses and branching ratio is given in [10] . AH of the plots in this note correspond to 1 year of running at " low luminosity" 2.e. 10~b-l.
Detailed Measurements

2.1
Measurement ofA(X: -AIx:
Events are selected by requiring: q A pair of isolated leptons of opposite charge and the same flavor with ml > 10 GeV and Iqll < 2.5;
. At least two jets tagged as b quarks and having pt > 15 GeV and Iql < 2; a tagging efficiency of 6070 is assumed.
The dilepton invariant mass distribution is shown in Figure 1 . The dominant Standard Model background is tt production, which is quite small because it has smaller color factors and requires two leptonic decays. This background, as well as the combinatorial background from events with two~decays, can be eliminated by calculating the subtracted distribution:
This subtracted mass distribution has a sharp edge at M1+~-= AIi: -Mx~, enabling this mass difference to be measured with great precision. In view of the enormous size of the event sample, the uncertainty on this measurement will be limited by systematic effects. The large sample of Z -+ /+1-decays can be used for calibration both of the mass scale and of the relative e and p acceptance.
The methods employed will be similar to those used by CDF and DO in their determinations of the W mass [4, 11] . An estimate of 50 MeV for the uncertain y on Mi2 -Mil should be conservative.
It shoulcl be remarked that most of these leptons arise from the decays of~z produced in the decays of gluinos and squarks. This can be seen clearly in Figure 2 which shows the contribution. from the direct production of weakly interacting gauginos.
The two signals have the same endpoint at lkf(~~) -M(~~) and rather similar distributions for the leptons.
The only difference is that the gluino signal has more jet activity. This plot illustrates the difficulty in extracting the signal from this direct production (see 2.5 below).
Glu.ino and Sbottom Reconstruction
The next step is a reconstruction of the gluino and sbottom masses by combining a dilepton pair near the mass edge with jets. Events are selected that have . At least two jets, tagged as having a b quark with pt > 15 GeV and \q I < 2; a tagging efficiency of 6070 is assumed; q A e+ e-pair with 45 Gev < M4+L-< 55 GeV and no other electrons or a p+p-pair in the same mass range and no other muons in the event.
Since the mass of the lepton pair is near its maximum value, in the rest frame of~z both xl and the 1+1-pair are forced to be at rest. The momentum of X2 in the laboratory frame is then determined to be $2, = (1 + Mz: /Me+e-)~e+e-.
where Mi: :must be assumed (see below). This momentum can be combined with a b-jet to determine mi and a second b-jet to determine mj-The b-jet energy and momentum must be corrected for the fact that particles are lost outside the R = 0.4 jet cone and for the fact that weak decays produce neutrinos in the jets. In this study, the correction factor was determined using the data generated for LHC Point 5, where the Higgs peak (h~I-@ is observable. In practice, techniques similar to those of references [12, 13] would be used at LHC. of the top quark mass [12, 13] . The mass difference m$ -m; is insensitive to the assumed~~mass while the reconstructed sbottom peak moves.
The dependence of the ; mass peak on the assumed value of LfxY is shown in Figure 6 , where lkf~~is varied by *2O GeV from its nominal value. In making this plot we have required that the mass difference Lf(j@b) -lM(j2~b) be within 15 GeV of the value where its distribution peaks. This cut removes considerable background as can be seen by comparing the peaks in this figure with that in Figure 4 . We estimate Afi(measured) -Mfg(true) = 1.5 (Lfiy (assumed) -
The~~mass will be determined by a globa~fit of the SUSY model to all the measurements; see Section 3.
Light Squark Reconstruction
Light squarks can also be reconstructed at this point using the decay chain @~~~q, which has a branching ratio of approximately 10%. There is an enormous background from gluino decays to &b, so events must be rejected if there is a b-jet present.
We use the ATLAS b-tagging study (see Figure 3 .42 of Ref.
[1]). At low luminosity this study implies that a tagging efficiency of 90% for b-jets can be achieved at the price of misidentifying 25% of the light quark jets as b-jets. While this mistag rate is not adequate in the cases where a b-tag is required, it implies that 90?%0 of the b-quark jets can be vetoed and 75% of the light quark jets accepted by the same cut. This veto prescription is used in this subsection.
Events are selected as follows:
At least one jet with pt >125 GeV and 1~1<2.
No b-jets with pt >15 GeV and Iql < 2; a vetoing efficiency of 90% is assumed and 25% of non b-jets are assumed to be rejected also.
An e+e-pair with 45 GeV < .ikfe+l-<55 GeV and no other electrons or a p+p-pair in the same mass range and no other muons in the event.
The reconstruction of the momentum of~~is performed using the same method as above by selecting events near the endpoint of the dilepton mass distribution.
We assume that the SUGRA [2] model is used to infer the mass of~~from the~~-~~mass difference. Jets of IqI < 2 and pt > 125 GeV are now combined with the~~and the mass distribution is shown in Figure 7 . Even with the 9070 vetoing efficiency for &-quarks there are a significant number of b-jets remaining in this plot. The contribution from the light squarks is shown as the dashed-histogram.
If the vetoing efficiency were raised to 95% approximately one-half of the remaining &--jets are removed and consequently the peak moves to a larger mass. The peak shown has contributions from~L of mass 278 GeV and the light squarks that have mass around 310 lGeV. Charge -1/3 and +2/3 squarks are separated by about 5 GeV in mass; this contributes to the broadening of the peak. That the peak is real can be seen be estimating the combinatorial background as follows. Events are mixed by taking the~j momentum from one event and the jet from another; both events satisfying the same selection criteria. The mass distribution obtained in this way is shown as the hatched distribution in Figure 7 . Conservatively, we estimate an error of 20 GeV on the average ij~mass from this method.
Bramching ratio of~2 -+~~1+1-
By selecting events with four tagged b--jets and either tw~or four isolated leptons, the product of branching ratios 13R(xj -+~~1+1-) x l?R(~-+ bx~X) can be determined. There are 150000 events/ 10 fb-l with two reconstructed dilepton pairs and four b-jets. The backgrounds from non supersymmetric sources are negligible, and again therefore the dominant uncertainties are systematic. Using a value of 370 for the uncertainty on the absolute lepton acceptance, we expect that 13R(x~+~~e+e-) x 131?(j -+ bx~X) can be determined to be (14.0 * 0.5)%.
Electroweak Production of Superpartners
At this SUGRA point, sleptons cannot be produced from the decay of strongly interacting sparticles. The production rates are therefore quite small despite the low masses (rn~~= 215 GeV, mE~= 206 GeV) as they must be pair produced in Drell-Yan like processes. The heavier charginos and neutralinos are only rarely produced in the decays of gluinos, so again their dominant production mechanism is electroweak. Unlike the case of sleptons, the direct production rate of the lighter charginos and neutralinos is quite large. An attempt has been made to isolate these processes. This is an example of a case where the analysis of a complete SIJSY signal is needed. The signals that we are attempting to extract stand clearly above Standard Model backgrounds, but we face the large background from the production of strongly interacting sparticles. As so few events pass the cuts, we generated separate data samples corresponding to the electroweak production of sparticles and reweighted the events appropriately.
Events are selected that have:
q Three isolated leptons a pair of which have opposite charge and the same flavor with pTl >10 GeV and Iql < 2.5;
. No jets with pt >30 GeV in lql <3.0.
The jet vetc) is needed to remove gluino and squark initiated events. These events have jets in the central :region arising from the decay products of the sparticles and from final state gluon radiation. These events also have jets, approximately uniform in rapidity, from initial state radiation. This latter source is also present in the direct production of charginos, neutralinos and sleptons. Figure 8 shows the dilepton invariant mass distribution of the two leptons that have opposite charge and the same flavor. The number of generated events in this plot is not large, but are sufficient to demonstrate that in 10 fb-l of data there will be sufficient events for a precise measurement,
The background events in this plot (corresponding to three generated events) are from -H production, the third lepton being from the decay of a b-quark. A stricter jet veto (20 GeV instead of 30 GeV) reduces this background further.
There is an indication of an edge in the mass distribution corresponding to the decay '0 + -The events in this plot are dominated by the production of~~~~final states i;+xl~~. whose contribution is shown as the dotted histogram. If two isolated leptons are required and the same plot made the result is that there are more events. There is now a potential background from Drell-Yan production of dilepton events which must be eliminated by a cut on missing~T or the angle between the two leptons; the Drell-Yan events are back-to-back '0 + -and are therefore close in while in the SUSY events the leptons arise from~j + Xl/ / angle. The production rates in these two and three lepton final states can be compared and used to provide a powerful argument concerning the origin of the lepton samples and provide an additional constraint on the model since, as we will demonstrate in section 3 [15] , the measurements that have been made using the strong production of sparticles fix the model parameters, resulting in a prediction for the rates shown in Figure 8 .
In principle, the decay~~-+ jj~e should be reconstructible by selecting with a least 3 isolated leptons, an oppositely charged pair of which have mass between 45 and 55 GeV. The momentum of~~is reconstructed as above and then combined with a third lepton to search for a reconstructed i2L. The extraction of this signal is very difficult. The production rate for gauginos provides a serious background that can only be controlled by increasing the number of isolated leptons required. The dominant slepton production process is e;+ U,. This can be extracted only by requiring at least four isolated leptons from the decay chain or alternatively from F:
The dominant decay chain fil -+~~1,~~+~~+ jets is killed by the jet veto requirement. The experiment is only feasible at high luminosity.
Conclusions
At this point we have demonstrated that several precise measurements can be made: The Higgs mass would, of course, be measured at LEP, with a precision much better than this.
However within the SUGRA model the Higgs mass is sensitive to higher order corrections [16] and theoretical errors are therefore dominant. We can also determine the j and jm asses precisely as functions of the~~mass, providing strong constraints on the model. As described above the mass difference Lfg -ikfi is insensitive to the mass assumed for~.
The low value of the Higgs mass is now excluded by LEP [14] . Nevertheless, the studies at this point illustrate the vast potential of the LHC in the cases where the scale of supersymmetry is relatively low. The extraction of the fundamental parameters from the available measurements will be discussed in another note [15] . However, here we will make a few comments on the sensitivity. as predicted by the SUGRA. model [3] . Most of these observable are sensitive to J14112 (Fig. 9 ) and tan( Fig. 11) , whereas Ill. can be constrained only by Al; (Fig. 10) . None of the observable is sensitive to A. (Fig. 12) . On the other hand changing the sign of p the neutralino masses change considerably.
In particular, AM, the~~-~~mass difference becomes 34.5 GeV, and thus the sign of p can be easily selected by the endpoint of the lepton-pair invariant mass distribution.
It is clear from Figures 9-12 that the three precise measurements listed above are sufficient to determine &fli2, I@., and tan/3 with good accuracy and that A. is undetermined. This is indeed what is found by the detailed fits in [15] . We have illustrated, using specific examples, some techniques that can be used to determine masses and branching ratios of sparticles. Some of these quantities were then used to determine the fundamental parameters of the SUGRA model some of which can be determined with great precision. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish or reproduce the published form of this: contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes. One of us (JS) would like to thank the Swedish National Research council for support. -.
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